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FOREWORD
This technical report concludes Contract No, NAS 9-14349, "Zero-
G Flight Test of a Gauging System, " and covers the experimental flight
testing of a nucleonic quantity gauging system conducted on--board a KC-
135 Zero-G Aircraft, The report was prepared by Frank E. Bupp of
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, One Space Park, Redondo Beach,
California. The author is grateful to numerous personnel for assistance
in completion of this program, particularly to Mr. M. McFarlin of TRW,
who was responsible for the development of the flight system software
and data reduction, and analysis, and Mr. R. Cardon of TRW for electron-
ic support. The author also expresses his grateful appreciation to Mr.
J. Alexander of the NASA/JSC and to Mr. D. Griggs, Chief, Zero-G
Project Office, and the members of the flight crew: for their contributions
and dedicated participation in the conduct of the flight tests.
This report contains no classified information extracted from. other
classified reports; this report was submitted in January 1976.
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ABSTRACT
The capability of a nucleonic gauging system to gauge the content
of a reduced-scale storable liquid Lank in a zero-g environment as pro-
vided by a KC-135 Zero-G Aircraft was demonstrated. Although the pro-
pellant-ullage interface never achieved the stable, zero-g equilibrium
configuration, the gauging system gauged liquid quantity over all tank
loadings to a total system accuracy the order of two percent. During the
program, it was also determined that the gauging system presented no
undue safety hazard to operating personnel in either ground and/or flight
to sting.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years many different methods of gauging pro-
pellants in a zero-g environment have been identified, among the more
common being pressure-temperature-volume (PITT), ultrasonic, radio
I
	
	
frequency (RF), capacitance, various nucleonic tracer techniques, and
systems which operate on the principle of "X-raying" the interior of the
i
	
	 tanl. All of these techniques have their advantages and disadvantages,
but in the final analysis -- particularly where high levels of accuracy and
reliability are required —the most attractive system is usually the one
based on X-raying the interior of the tank by nucleonic means. The
advantages of such a system are:
a It is capable of system accuracies of better than one percent.
€`{ a	 It measures the propellant mass directly (and not the ullage
space or propellant volume).
a	 It is simple and reliable; it has no moving parts and utilizes
only solid state circuitry.
a	 It can be made completely external to the propellant tanks.
a	 The same basic gauge can be used to measure the quantity
of any propellant including slurries, gels, and cryogenic
i	 ! propellants.
a	 The propellant measurement is completely independent of
propellant orientation or any obstruction that may be placed
within the tank (such as baffles, zero-g cans, etc. ).
I Under jointsponsorship of NASA and the USAF
	 era program	 as
inwith TRW Systems n November of 1.970 to demonstrate
   he
feasibility of a nucleonic gauging system based on the X-ray technique.
E After extensive analyses, a nucleonic gauge was designed, fabricated in
breadboard form, and tested.
	 This feasibility model exhibited a total
system error of 0. 36 percent (21. 6 pounds) when gauging a brine solu-
tion (p = 1. 14) in an 8-foot diameter spherical tank over the range of
empty to 6000 pounds.
After the successful feasibility demonstration, the basic program
_ was expanded with the ultimate objective of designing and fabricating a
. flight-type nucleonic gauging system for highly accurate gauging of the
OMS propellant tanks on the Space Shuttle Vehicle under zero-gcondi-
I Lions.	 This flight-type gauging system was subsequently tested under
r °	 one-g conditions on a mock - ap of the OMS tank in November 1973 andbased on some 20, 000 data points, exhibited a total system error of
t} 0. 27 percent.
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During the fabrication and test of the flight-type system, a second
generation, nucleonic gauging systern — the Flight Test Article (FTA) —
was designed and fabricated. The FTA consisted basically of a scaled,
optically- Uear test tank instrumented on the Electronic Subsystem
(of the flight-type system) in modified form. The FTA, Electronic
Subsystem, and supporting peripherals were delivered to NASA in
August 1974 for subsequent zero-g flight testing on a KC-135A zero-g
aircraft.
The purpose of this volume then is to describe the flight-test pro-
gram, and to present the gauging results that were obtained.
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SECTION 11
SUMMARY
Z. 1 OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of this flight test program was to demonstrate
the capability of the nucleonic gauging system to gauge the content of
reduced-scale storable liquid tanks in a zero-g environment as provided
by a KC-135 zero-g aircraft. Also included within this objective were
the following:
1) The gauging system w ,^, Id be compatible with the
requirements for zero-g experiments to be conducted
on the KC-135 zero-g aircraft and would operate reliably
with the varying environmental conditions.
2) The gauging system would pre.st-nt no undue radiation
hazard to operating personnel in either ground and/or
flight testing.
3) The gauging data would be repeatable.
2.2 TEST ARRANGEMENT
The nucleonic gauging system employed in the flight test program
consisted of a Flight Test Article (FTA) and an Electronic Subsystem.(ESS); a simplified block diagram of this system is presented in Fig-
ure 2-1 whereas Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show physically the PTA and ESS,
respectively. As designed and tested under one-g conditions, this nucle-
onic gauging system has a total system accuracy of better than 0. 5 per-
cent with a 1-second response time.
The experimental arrangement that was used in the flight test pro-
gram is presented in Figure 2-4; the peripherals shown were used pri-
marily for data acquisition, but also provided the capability to perform
on-lane, in-flight diagnostics. Gauging data were recorded directly on
magnetic tape and later reduced in a large-scale scientific computer.
The aircraft employed was the NASA 930, a KC-135 equipped for
zero-9 flight tests. Although the FTA was designed to be free-floated in
the aircraft cabin and have a (liquid) response of approximately 1. 5 sec-
onds using water as the propellant simulan.t, it was decided to hard--
attach the FTA to the aircraft cabin floor. In the manner, the length of
available gauging time would be at least twice that available in a free
float configuration, but at the penalty associated with small, aircraft-
induced g-forces,
2.3 TEST RESULTS
Three flights were flown on three separate days encompassing
eight different tank loadings and eleven zero-g parabolas for each load-
ing; gauging was also conducted at these loadings during level flight
conditions (one-g).
2-1
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At no time during any of the zero-g parabolas did the propell-aia
tillage interface reach the stable, zero-g equilibrium configuration.
Rather, the propellant was more appropriately characterized as turbulent
or, at the least, in a high degree of low-g slosh. Figures 2-5 through
2-8 are photographs of the typical propellant behavior at various times
during a zero-g parabola. The photographic coverage also revealed
that the propellant invariably remained in (or near) a one-g configurai;ion
for the first 4- to 6- seconds, and the last 1- ':o 2- seconds of each
parabola; consequently, the first 6, and the last 2, 1-second gauging
intervals were deleted from each zero-g parabola.
Despite the erratic behavior of the propellant during the zero-g
parabolas, the nucleonic gauging system was capable of gauging the
propellant content for any particular day's flight (consisting of 24 to 32
zero-g p-rabolas) to a total system accuracy of 2. 05 percent or better;
a typical result is shown in Figure Z-9. When all three flights were con-
sidered in toto, the total system accuracy was 2. 76 percent; this result
is shown in Figure 2-10 along with the quadratic expression relating the
mass, M, in grams as a function of the Z-length in centimeters.
During the course of this program, a total of eighteen people were
issued film badges to monitor any radiation dose that might be received
from the nucleonic gauging system; those people whose lobs involved
physical contact with the gauging systern were also issued ring badges.
The minimum detectable dose for these badges is 10 millirems. During
the entire program, only one ring badge was reported to have received
this dose or more; this ring badge recorded a dose of 0. 04 rem dL.ring
the same period that the worker's regular film badge recorded "minimal. "
Since the standard permissible dose rate for the general public is 7. 5
rems per year, it was concluded that the nucleonic gauging system presents
no undue radiation hazard to operating personnel in either ground or flight
to sting.
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Figures 2-5 through 2-8. Propellant Behavior in the FTA
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SECTION III
TECHNICAL PRESENTATION
3. 1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE NUCLEONIC GAUGE CONCEPT
In its most general form, a nucleonic gauge is comprised of an
array of gamma ray emitting radioisotope sources positioned on one
side of a (propellant) tank, and an array of radiation detectors positioned
on the other side of the tank opposite the sources; the concept is illus-
traced in Figure 3-1. Although all the elements and subsystems of the
gauge are eXtexnal to the tank, gamma rays that are emitted toward.the
detectors will penetrate the tank walls and be partially absorbed by the
intervening fluid (fuel) within the tank. The amount of radiation which
emerges on the detector side of the tank is then proportional to the mass
of the intervening propellant.
In practice, there are two
RADIATION DETECTORS basically different methods of
mechanizing a nucleonic gauge:©
CD one mechanization is based on the
°CD	 CD	 °	 _ natural — i. e. , exponential — gam.-
° 	 ^r^^ ma ray absorption characteristics
`^--
of the propellant while the other is
--^-	 ` based on obtaining a linear gamma
11	 1 ray absorption relationship,	 The
COLLIMATED	 1 latter technique is accomplished
GAMMA RAY BEAM	 1 by selectively employing a window
discriminator in the detection cir-
cuitry to accept only ti:ose photons
which fall within a narr :)w energy
range, thus making the gamma rayQQ absorption a linear function of theabsorber thickness.
	
Although the0 Q	 ©	 ^^ linear system is the easier of the0	 0 Q	 ^'
ZO
two systems to construct (at leastQ	 Q from a hardware point of view), itQ is severely limited to tank dirnen--
rou"MATED sions the order of S feet or less;
GAMMA RAY thi s limitation precluded the linear
system from further consideration
Figure 3-1.	 Typical Source- for the envisioned application and
Detector Configuration hence it was not subjected to rig-
orous study during this program,
This report discusses only those systems based on exponential absorption.
For a propellant gauge employing the exponential principle of gam--
ma ray absorption to operate properly under low Bond number regimes
and/or zero-g conditions, it must first be insensitive to the fuel orienta-
tion within the tank. This is accomplished by judiciously distributing the
detectors and radioisotope sources opposite each other and assuring that
the detectors and sources are configured into a suitable array which covers
a substantial portion of the entire projected area of the tank. The source-
detector array is absolutely necessary unless the fuel is constrained by
3-1
J
some means (such as centrifugal force) into a known geometric distribu-
tion. For example, it would not be possible to use a single radioisotope
source in the (central) interior of the tank and an array of radiation detec-
tors on the exterior. If such a system were used to gauge propellant that
may asaame a random distribution (as in zero-g), a large error in pro-
pellant quantity measurement would result as is clearly envisioned in one
case where the propellant is distributed along the walls of the tank,
whereas in another case it is concentrated around the source in the center
of the tank. The mean propellant thickness is the same in both cases.
Since gamma ray absorption is a function of the thickness of the absorber,
there will be equal, amounts of gamma radiation absorbbed within the pro-
pellant in both cases, and equal amounts of radiation, will reach the detec-
tors despite the fact that the first case has perhaps nearly an order of
magnitude more propellant than the latter case. Needless to say, an
attempt to use such a system for gauging the propellant quantity will pro-
duce a very large error.
To overcome this problem of random fuel orientation, the sources
and the detectors are configured into arrays and distributed on a (nearly)
planar surface, thereby creating a uniform. gamma ray field within the
boundary of the tank. In this gamma ray field, an element of propellant,
maybe moved anywhere within the bound^.ry -of the tank and, regardless
of its position, will absorb the same amount of gamma radiation.
Due to limitations on the number (and distribution) of sources and
detectors that can practicably be employed, nucleonic gauging invariably
depends upon discrete sampling of the tank interior; a typical configura-
tion is illustrated in Figure 3-i.
As shown, the gauge consists of individual gamma ray radioisotope
sources, each of which is external to the tank and collimated to produce
radiation in a narrow cone. On the opposite side t.nd also external to the
tank, a single detector is positioned in the center of each of the cones of
radiation. Each source is sufficiently collimated so that it essentially
illuminates only its opposing detector. The combination of each source
and its opposing detector comprise a 'source-detector pair", thereby
providing a discrete 'sample column" through the interior of the tank.
By configuring a number of such source-detector pairs into an appro-
priate "sampling array", the entire contents of the tank can be sampled.
In general, the requirements for a radioisotope source for propel-
lant measurement are high energy penetration capability to permit
source-detector installation external to the tank, a comparatively long
half-life to minimize calibration, and a source strength consistent with
the accuracy and resolution requirements without compromise to personal
safety.
3. 1. i Principle of Operation
In the nucleonic gauging system, the mass sampled by the ith
sample column due to the exponential attenuation of primary radiation
from a radioisotope source when an absorber and/or fuel intervenes the
e
ii
f
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gamma ray beam will be proportional to the number of photons received
--	 at the ith detector, NR. , according to:
z
N = N e ^P P Zy	 (3-i)
Ri	 of
where
4	 N	 = . number of counts received in the absence of an intervening
1	 °	 mass
w = mass absorption coefficient
P	 = density of the intervening mass
Z	 = thickness of the intervening mass
In the event of a tank containing both fuel (liquid.) and gas (ullage),
the number of counts received by the ith detector is simply
(±L [
 1 ".' ZL2 + PG zGiNR. = No e	 (3 - Z)
I	 1
where the subscripts L and G refer to the liquid and gas, respectively,
witilin the ith sample column.
The mass, Mi, in the ith column is given by
M  = (W'i ) Ai ^ P L ZL. + PG ZG.)	 (3-3)
k
'i
z'
^II
I
where Ai is the area associated with the ith sample column and Wi is the
weighting factor associated with the ith source-detector pair. In the
typical situation where the sample columns are parallel,
A	 ^
Aim ka nd W. ti 1 for all i 	 (3-5)
where AT is the total projected cross-sectional area of the tank and k is
the number of sampling columns.
Thus, the total mass sampled by the k sample columns is
A	
k
M	 M._T__T = i_ PL Z'. + PG ZGy	 (3-6)
or:
AT -1 k	 No:M = k
	
(!^- )
	
In N
R
^ 	 (3-7)
a-	 .i
This technique for computing propellant quantity is graphically
illustrated (in two dimensions) in Figure 3-2.
It is now noted that the number of sample columns are finite and,
hence, the "calculated" mass will not (necessarily) be precisely the
"actual" mass. Also, the calculated mass will depend upon the configura-
tion (spatial distribution) of the sample columns and the tank size and
geometry. What is required, then, is a conversion — or, more correctly
— a calibration curve from which the actual mass can be determined from
the calculated mass, i. e. ,
Mact - f (Mcalc)
	 (3-8)
3-4k;i^
^f
f^
U..A
A 11 10LIkw- i
In practice, Equation
(3-8) is solved with a com-
puter simulation wherein
the propellant can assume
random orientations within
GAMMA.	 a propellant tank under
RAY BEAM zero-g conditions. (See
Reference t.) However,
Equation (3-7) is very easily
FUEL	 mechanized with a small
capacity digital computer
and, a priori, so too are
the functions represented by
Equation (3-8).
OLLIMATED 3.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
SOURCES AND DESIGN FEATURES
3. 2. 1 System Block Diagram
Figure 3-2. Two-Dimensional Area-	 The system block dia-Weighting for Computing PropellantQuantity	 gram of the nucleonic gaug-ing system is presented in
Figure 3-3. As indicated,
the system is comprised of two major assemblies:
1) The Flight Test Article (FTA)
2) The Electronic Subsystem (ESS).
In turn, the FTA is comprised of four collimated radiosiotope
sources, the test tank and supporting cradle, and four Signal Condition-
ing Electronics (SCE) uni.ts. The ESS consists principally of the system's
power supply and data processing electronics and is electrically inter-
faced to the SCE units o'Z the FTA by means of a multiconductor umbilical
cable.
3. 2. 2 The Flight Test Article (FTA)
As schematically depicted in Figure 3-4, the FTA consists of three
major subassemblies:
1) Electronics Shroud. This subassembly contains the Signal
Conditioning Electronics units (for detection, conditioning,
and transmission of the diagnostic signals), the SCE mounting
plates, and the junction box which interfaces the SCE unit's
wiring harness to the Umbilical.
2) Tank/Cradle Subassembly. This subassembl y consists of
the optically clear test tank and a supporting -radle which
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retains the test tank under both axial and longitudinal
compression.
3) Collimator Subasse-rnbly. This subassembly :ontains the
four Cs-137 radioisotopes mounted in the depicted uranium
collimators.
As designed, the three subassemblies are rigidly bolted together as
depicted in Figure 3-4, permitting the FTA to be free-floated within the
aircraft cabin during the zero-g parabolic trajectory of the aircraft. The
FTA has no sharp corners or projections and, when equipped with the two
guard rails, damage to the FTA or the aircraft is minimized. During this
program,, however, the FTA was not free-floated, but was hard-attached
to the cabin floor by bolting the base of the FTA directly- to the floor. Ad-
ditional rigidity was achieved by means of three guy-wires bolted to the
floor and attached to the fittings which are welded to the three vertical
support bars of the tank cradle as shown in Figure 3-5.
3. 2. Z. i The Electronics Shroud
The Electronics Shroud contains the Signal Conditioning Electronics
(SCE) units, associated support plates, and the junction box; Figure 3-6
presents photographs of the physical arrangement.
The arrangement shown permits the SCE units to be adjusted in the
plane perpendicular to the gamma ray beams, thereby assuring that the
detectors internal to each SCE unit intercept the beam at full intensity.
3. 2. 2. Z Tank/ Cradle Subassembly and Propellant
The test tank employed in the FTA has a cylindrical center section
12 inches in length by 8 inches in diameter and is capped on either end by
a hemisphere. The tank is fabricated from plexiglass and is polished
inside and out to provide optically-clear tank walls.
The tank is fitted with two access ports — one for adding propellant
(simulant) and the other for draining it. Each port has a V-flange to
which is attached an aluminum screw-valve by means of a V-groove,
quick-connect retaining ring. Pre-measured increments of propellant
are introduced into the tank through the top valve via gravity from a
polypropylene bottle. When the valve is open, water flows from the
bottle, through the valve, and into the test tank. Closing the valve causes
the access port to be sealed with a flush-fitting plastic plug which main-
tains a continuous, uniform interior surface. To drain the tank, the
bottom valve is opened, and propellant flows via gravity through the valve
to a catch-bottle (which can subsequently be weighed). When the tank is
not in use, the valves are removed and both ports are sealed witlr match-
ing plastic plugs.
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Figure 3-4. Flight Test Article Schematic(Free-Float Configuration)
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Figure 3-5. Flight Test Article (Bolted- Down Configuration)
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Figure 3-6a. SCE Units (Shroud Removed)
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Figure 3-6b. SCE Units (Top Cover Removed)
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The propellant simulant recommended for use in the test tank is
water (p/6 ;z^ 0. O14 sec t /cm3 ) which yields a time response in the test
tank upon entering weightlessness of slightly greater than 1. 5 seconds.
During the program, the water was dyed with TBS to enhance the photo-
graphic coverage of the propellant behavior; no attempt was made to
determine the effect of the dye on surface tension (or contact angle).
The test tank is restrained in a three-legged cradle as shown in
Figure 3-4. One leg of the cradle is adjustable such that the tank can be
retained under axial compression by torquing compression bolts in the
cradle leg. Similarly, the tank is retained under longitudinal compres-
sion by torquing three compression bolts (on the SCE mounting plate)
which causes the top cap to coripress longitudinally the test tank. For
servicing the tank is simply removed from the FTA by removing the
three-leg retaining bolts and raising the tank vertically out of the cradle.
3. Z. Z. 3 Collimator Subassembly
The collimators -used in the FTA are shown in Figure 3-7. These
collimators are fabricated from depleted uranium and then nickel-plated.
Each collimator contains 7. 5 Gi of Cs-i37 double-encapsulated in stain-
less steel. The source capsia.le is retained in the collimator by the
depleted uranium plug in the base, and by the bore diameter of the colli-
mation channel being less than the capsule diameter. For shipping and
storage purposes, the collimators are plugged with a depleted uranium
plug which is inserted in the collimation channel and retained there by a
B-nut screwed directly onto the collimator "nose". For operations within
the aircraft, the depleted uranium plugs and B-nuts are replaced by the
steel plug-plate shown in Figure 3-8 which is sandwiched between the
Tank/ Cradle Subassembly and the Collimator Subassembly as shown in
Figure 3-9. When source activity is required, the Tank/ Cradle Sub-
assembly is unbolted (from the Collimator Subassembly) and removed to
the side. This permits the plug-plate to be raised vertically, drawing
the plugs simultaneously out of the collimation channels. The plug-plate
is then stowed, the Tank/ Cradle Subassembly reinstalled, and the FTA
is then ready for gauging operations.
The comparatively large size of the collimators is the result of two
design criteria. The first was to provide a high level of radiation shield-
ing (in all directions) and, hence, biological protection for operating
personnel. The second criterion was to maintain *e level of intra-tank
crosstalk (i. e. , the amount of radiation. "seen" by the j t, detector due to
the ith source) at the optimum level; in a reduced-scale tank where the
source-detector channels are closely spaced to one another, the crosstalk
criterion results in collimators with what appear to be inordinately long
and slender "noses".
It is now noted that three of the collimators have a radius cut into
their cylindrical side whereas the fourth collimator is completely cir-
cular. When assembled, the three collimators with the radius are clus-
tered about the circular collimator and mounted in a "rosette" recess of
the Collimator Subassembly base-plate. The collimators are retained.
L'
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Figure 3-7a, Collimator Installation
Figure 3-7b. Completed Collimator Subassembly
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Figure 3-S. Plug Plate
Figure 3-9. Plug Plate Installed
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rigidly on the base-plate by means of a retaining "hat" which is bolted
directly to the base-plate. A compression gasket between the retaining
hat and the collimators offsets dimensional tolerances and assures that
the collimators are rigidly seated. The completed Collimator Subassem-
bly is shown in Figure 34b. k
3. 2.3 The Electronic Subsystem
t
r
3. z. 3. 1 Signal Conditioning Electronics
The signal conditioning electronics consist of three distinct circuits, 	 (
each with its own circuit board: (1) detector and charge sensitive pre- 	 I
amplifier, (2) pulse shaping amplifier, and (3) pulse height window 	 f
discriminator -mono stable multivibrator -logic level converter as shown
in Figures 3- iOa and b.
The signal conditioning electronics are operationally illustrated in
Figure 3-11.
The charge sensitive preamplifier converts the charge/'Y generated
within the integrally mounted CdTe detector to a charge-proportional
voltage pulse by the following transform:
e  (s}	 i	
sCd
— 
q 
	
sCd	 C1 s } Ri C 1
where
I	 qd = Z x io - coulomb for the photopeak of B7 Csin VTe
Cd = internal capacitance of Hughes 500 mm. detector andi	 mounting hardware
i	
R1 = high megohm resistor selected for do feedback stabilization
C  = low pico£arad capacitor selected for desired conversion. gain.
Inspection of the preceding transform indicates that all terms con-
taining the detector capacitance, Cd, cancel leaving the charge conversion
gain dependent solely upon the value of the feedback capacitor, Ci. The
single-pole time-dependent response is thereby:
e
qo (t}
	
i	
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C	 e RiCi1
(3-9)
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Figure 3-10a. SCE Unit
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Figure 3-10b. Uncased SCE Unit
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Figure 3- i i. Zero-G Signal Conditioning Electronics Diagram
The preamplifier, shown in Figure 3-i2, due to a unique design
consisting of a minimum number of active components in the signal path,
exhibits an extremely fast risetime (10 ns), and low noise (5.5 kev
FWHM CdTe). When used with CdTe detectors of 5 pf capacitance the
resolution of the detector-electronics system becomes completely depen-
dent upon the quality of the CdTe detector used.
Provisions are incorporated to allow for bias voRages as high as
3 kilovolts to ensure an adequate voltage breakdown safety margin when
used with large volume CdTe devices.
The shaping amplifier is formed by two active bandpass filter stages
providing double differentiation-double integration (DDDI) pulse shaping.
Bipolar shaping was selected over unipolar shaping since pulses pro-
cessed by former method are more symmetrical about the base line,
therefore allowing smaller count--rate dependent base-line shifts than less-
symmetrical equal area pulses. Pole-zero compensation (unit step
restoration) of the preamplifier decay time constant is achieved by setting
RiCi = R2bCZ. The differentiation and integration time constants are
made equal and set at 0. 25 µsec based primarily on coincidence proba-
bility and impact on circuit complexity.
,r -0
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Figure 3-12. Uncased Preamplifier
Figure 3-13 shows the pulse shaping amplifier, T = 0.25 Ils, as
configured for the zero-g gauge. Pole-zero compensation of the pre-
amplifier decay time constant is achieved by setting R1C1 = R2bC2. The
differentiation and integration time constants were set at 0. 25 µs as
determined by coincidence probability and circuit speed. The shaping
amplifier transfer function is
S +	 1
eo 
(s)	
RZb" '2	
x
_ei	
R2aC3 S + R 2Za i 
R Zb
Zb CZ (S + R3C3 !
	
(3-11)
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R0. Z5 µs = Za } RZb CZ=R3C3 _ R4a +R4b C _
Za	 b4a	 4b 
4	 5 5
Gain control is achieved by varying the value of potentiometer R4b'
Fig ,zre 3-13. Uncased Pulse Shaping Amplifier
The closed-loop do and ac gain curves for the pulse shaping ampli-
fier are given in Figure 3- 14.
The pulse height discriminator is comprised of upper and lower
pulse height threshold discriminators (high-speed, high-performance
integrated operational amplifiers), a stable temperature compensated
threshold voltage source, a decision gate, and a TTL monostable multi-
vibrator. The discr ; -ninator "window" adjustments are described by the
following relationships;
	
6.4 R 9 M)	 6, 4 R7 (0711)
	^LTH 100(R8 + R 9 )	 ^HTH 100 (R 6 + R7)	
(3-13)
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A single single-pole lag network consisting of Rio and C7 has been
provided to allow sufficient time for both thresholds to be encountered
prior to the monostable triggering decision.
60
ZERO-G SHAPING AMPLIFIER
40 -TIME CONSTANT — 0.25,us
POWER CONSUMPTION — 70 mw
20
0	
.01	 0.1	 I.0	 iu
	 100
FREQUENCY — MHZ
Figure 3-14. Closed Loop Gain for Pulse Shaping Amplifier
Overall performance of the signal conditioning electronics is given
by Figure 3-15. As can be seen, the lower threshold stability (most cri-
tical due to its position in the spectrum "valley"), is essentially perfect
over a temperature range from + 10 o C to -4. 50 0 C. Outside this region,
sufficient variation in CdTe performance will mask the effects of any
energy threshold variation.
The output of the signal conditioning electronics (discriminator) is
a series of rectangular pulses — each corresponding to one detector count
— of 15 vdc amplitude and 0. 25 µs width. These pulses are CMOS com-
patible and designed to interface with the zero--g processor interface
package separated. by :Sf 00 feet of coaxial cable,
r
r
i
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Figure 3-15. Zero-G Gauge Discriminator Threshold
Versus Temperature
3. Z. 3. 2 Sxstem Processor, Control, and Interface
General Method of Operation
The output of each SCE is directly inputted to a 2i-stage binary
counter; each of the CMOS counters has a capacity of 2 20 counts and is
associated with a particular source detector pair. These counters, along
with the system clock and computer scratch pad, are initially reset during
the power-up operation by a ma3ter reset line from the power supply.
When all power is nominal, this line goes to a lour state (logic level) which
initializes the system clock at t = O and allows the counters to begin
accumulating pulses. At the end of the i-second accumulator cycle, the
system clock, by means of a computer interrupt, causes the processsor
to initiate the mass computation program. When, as part of the program,
the computer 1f •0 addresses the pre-assigned input channels, all of the
count accumulators are inhibited, and the count data retained therein are
stored in the processor memory along with the corresponding channel
status. Because 0. 1 percent count accuracy is required, all 2i bits of
binary count data must be stored in core, requiring the use of double-
precision input words (32 bits). The count accumulators are reset and
restored to an accumulation mode by a "data acquired" pulse provided
by the processor when the least significant half-word of the last channel(i.e., source-detector pair) has been read and stored. The processor
then tests (a word derived from the failure input data) for a channel fail-
ure and automatically selects the appropriate software (loaded and inter-
nally stored during system calibration), computes the propellant mass,
and updates the mass display while the counters are acquiring count data
for the next measurement iteration. Iterations subsequent to the first
occur every second; i.e., mass is recomputed every second.
3.-19
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The processor is interfaced to the display by means of a channel
decoder and buffer electronics. A subroutine incorporated within the pro-
cessor creates the BCD format required by the display drivers. Output
buffering is accomplished through the use of Type "D" flip-flops which
are updated by an output timing command from the processor.
The display for the mass readout is a Dialco seven segment LED
featuring a 0, 625 -inch character height. 	 Additionally, status of individ-
ual channels are indicated by special film masks contained in rear 	 +
projection displays.
Input Multiplexer
As previously described, the output of each SCE unit is a series of
_ CMOS -compatible rectangular pulses — each pulse corresponding to one
detector count -- of 15 vdc amplitude and 0. 25 .sec width.	 The number of
these pulses accumulated over a prescribed time interval constitutes the
count data on which the central processor calculates the propellant mass.
Since the processor obviously cannot accept count data indiscriminately,
a level of logic must be established between the output of each individual
SCE unit (the count data) and the input buss of the processor.
	
This logic,
which must also be communicative with the processor, is accomplished
by the "Input Multiplexer".
The Input Multiplexer is shown physically in Figures 3-I6a and b.
As shown, the Input Multiplexer consists of four 2i-stage CMOS counters
— one for each SCE unit — whose outputs are paralleled via CMOS bilateral
- switches which are connected directly to the input buss of the 4691 pro-
cessor.	 Counter control and logical input of accumulated count data are
established by means of the processor's 1/0 Channel Select Register, the
1/0 Channel Decoder, and the various decision gaffes shown.
It is now noted that the method of operation of the Input Multiplexer
is fundamentally identical for each of the 4 SCE outputs; therefore, in the
interest of brevity (and clarity), the operation of the input Multiplexer
will be described for only one SCE channel.
It will be recalled that the counters, system clock, and computer
scratch pad are initially reset during the power-up operation by a master
	 gg
reset line from the power supply.	 When all power is nominal, this line
goes to a low state (logic level) which starts the system clock and allows
accumulation of pulses from the SCE output. 	 Pulses, i.e., the count:
data, are accumulated in a 21-stage binary (2 20 -20 ) counter.	 Seven
other stages are available: four for the system status, two as spares,
and one connected to ground (indicating sign positive).	 At the end of the
	 =
prescribed accumulation cycle(e.g.,
  1 second the system clock
	
b`P	 Y	 ^	 Y	 ^	 Y
means of a computer interrupt, initiates the mass computation program.
	 !`
This interrupt is accompanied by a processor command which transmits
	
j}
a hexadecimally coded word via the 1/0 Channel Decoder, physically
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Figure 3-:.6a •
 Input Multiplexer (A-Board)
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Figure 3-1bb. Input Multiplexer (B-Board)
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shown with the System Clock and Output Multiplexer in. Figure 3-0.  The
1/O Channel Decoder operates on the hexadecirnally coded word to decide
which one of the 16 1/0 channels is activated. It should be noted that in
this activation process, if any of the channels 6-15 (octal). are activated,
i, e., raised to a high logic level, then all pulse accumulation ceases. In
the case at hand, the process is initiated with the activation of Channel 68
which corresponds to SCE unit No. 1 — and all count accumulation will
cease. Simultaneously, activation of Channel 68 applies the most . signi-
ficant number of counts (sign plus bits 2 20 to 2 6 ) . that were accumulated
in the counter to the 16 lines of the processor input buss. When this
input word has been stored, the processor advances the 1/0 Channel
Select Register to the next higher channel (e. g. , Channel 78). Since this
channel — at a high logic level --is within 6-15 (octal), note that all the
count accumulators will remain inhibited. Simultaneously, with the acti-
vation of Channel 7 8 , the least significant numbers of counts (bits 2 5 _20)
plus the system status (a 4 bit word) — also corresponding to SCE unit
No. i -- are applied to the most significant lines of the input buss and
subsequently stored in the processor. Thus, each SCE unit output requires
two "stepping functions" from the processor; the first to acquire the most
significant count data and the second to acquire the least significant count
data and system states.
After the count data are acquired for SCE unit No. i, the processor
continues to advance the 1/0 Channel Select Register sequentially until
the following sequence has been completed:
Channel No.
SCE No. (Octal) Data Acquired
1 6 Most Significant Bits (MSB)
1 7 Least Significant Bits + Status(LSB+S)
2 i 0 TSB
2 11 LSB+S
3 i 2 MSS
3 13 LSB+S
4 14 MSB
4 15 LSB+S
The sequence is "closed" when the data on Channel 158 are applied
to the input buss, accepted by the processor, and a 'data accept" pulse is
applied simultaneously with the high logic level Channel 158 line to the
decision gate. to reset the counters. Concurrent with the resetting of the
counters, the processor automatically switches the 1/0 Channel Select
Register to a standby input channel (Channel 0). The input buss is then
effectively in an "idle" mode, and the counters again begin to accumulate
pulses until the system clock initiates the cycle again from the beginning.
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Figure 3-17. Output Multiplexer, 1/0 Channel Decoder, and System Clock
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Count Accumulators
The count accumulators consist of 21-stage binary counters having
a per accumulator capacity of 2, 097, 15110 counts and an accumulator
speed of 10 MHz.. Each of the accumulators is comprised of three CMOS
integrated circuits (RCA Type CD40Z4AD), consisting of an input pulse
shaping circuit, reset line driver, and seven binary counter stages. The
entire accumulator is reset to "zero" by a high level on the reset input.
Each counter stage is a static master-slave flip-flop. The counter state
is advanced one count on the negative going transition of each input pulse.
Logic is provided (RCA Type CD4011AD) to allow inhibition from contin-
uous counting at the completion of the accumulation cycle upon command
from. the system processor. Due to the static nature of the binary count-
ing elements, the accumulated count is retained in, and available at, the
outputs of the binary counters until such time as they are reset.
System Processor
The Control Data Corporation 469 Digital Computer selected as the
system processor is a fourth generation., state-of-the-art metal oxide
semiconductor (MOS) large scale integrated (LSl) digital computer
designed to operate reliably in areas of applications where small size,
light weight, low power, and existence in a severe environment are
imperative. Physical and electrical characteristics for the 469 Computer
are presented in Table 3-1; Figure 3 - i $ is a photograph of the 469
Computer.
The memory used in the 469 processor is constructed with plated
wire elements and is typically referred to as PWM (plated wire memory).
This type of memory allows random access, is word organized, and does
not require rewriting after a read cycle. Because of this nondestructive
readout characteristic, the operating mode of the system is much faster.
The basic word length is 16 bits with a read c ycle time of 1. 6 microsec-
onds, a write cycle time of Z. 4 microseconds, and an access time of
900 nanoseconds.
The operational registers of the 469 central processor reside in a
set of MOS/LSl devices called the register file. This register file con-
tains sixteen 16-bit registers composed of four MOS/LS1 devices, each
containing eight words of 8 bits each. The file registers are addressable
as the first 16 words of memory for upward references and are used as
accumulators for operation executed from the program stored in the
write-protected portion of the PWM.
Along with the central processor, the following peripherals are
available:
a
a) Programmer's console
b) Magnetic tape memory loader
c) Controller interface
d) ASR 33 TTY or 733 KSR
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Word Length	 16 Bits
Memory Size	 5192 Words
Interface Levels	 0 to 5 Volts
Weight	 2.75 Pounds
Volume	 60 Cubic Inches
Power	 15 Watts
Cooling	 Conducfion and Radiation
H
Central Processor
•	 General purpose, binary, parallel, single address
•	 Logic- High level P-MOSILSI
•	 Hardware registers:	 16
•	 Arithmetic: fractional, fixed point, two's
complement
•	 Clock: 4 MHz (i MHz cycle rate)
•	 Instructions:	 42 total
Input/ Output
•	 Input channels: one, 16 bit, parallel
•	 Output channels.-	 one, 16 bit, parallel
•	 Interrupt levels:	 3 plus direct execute
•	 Serial 1/0:	 1 in:	 i out
The programmer's console is connected directly to the central
processor and displays instantaneously the contents of the register files. 	 j
The user has the option of controlling the execution of the object code
either under a step-by-step execution made or a normal execution mode. 	 J
If a certain instruction need be changed, the new instruction and the
related data word can be entered onto the console and entered directly
into the object code from the console.
output Multiplexer/Buffer
The Output Multiplexer, shown in Figure 3-17, is designed to
accept mass and status data from the processor and store said data for 	 J
constant display nntil such time as it is updated by the processor as part
of the gauging cycle. Thirteen RCA CD4013AD dual Type I 'D" flip-flops
are used to accept and store data made available by the processor an
I/O Channels 168 and 08. Channel 168 contains BCD coded mass data
and is "written" on eight CD4013ADs when the hexidecimal code
Figure 3 -IS.  CDC 469I Compute r
for 16 8 is placed on the I/O select buss and the output timing line from
the CDC469 is strobed. System status information is stored in the
remaining five CD4013ADs in an identical manner, with the only exception
being that 17 8 is placed on the I/O select buss prior to the output timing
strobe pulse.
System Clock
The system clock (shown in Figure 3-17) provides all timing signals
necessary for proper gauge operation. Extreme timing accuracy is
imperative as the mass calculation is based on counts accumulated during
a precise time interval. To achieve the desired accuracy use of a temp-
erature stable crystal controlled clock oscillator was required. For this
purpose a CMOS compatible 4 MHz (t0. 001 percent) clock manufactured
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by Vectron Laboratories was selected. The output of the crystal clock is
used to perform two functions; (1) to slave the internal CDC469I 4 MHz
clock to a more accurate timing source (more stable operations and
sequence timing), and (2) provide the reference clock signal to the system
timing count-down logic for interrupt generation.
The system timing cycle is initiated by a low logic level applied to
the master reset line. A count-down chain consisting primarily of RCA
CD4013AD and CD4018AD counter ICs is used to generate a processor
Level 1 interrupt 1 second after the initial power-up sequence and every
second thereafter.
3. 2. 3. 3 System Display
The Sy stem Display is mounted in the Display Console shown in
Figure 3- 19; the face of the Readout Display as viewed from the console
is also graphically depicted in this figure.
To power the system, the Power Control Switch—mounted in and
an integral mart of the Readout Display—i's depressed. Being a "screen-
switch, " tie face of the Power Control Switch will immediately illuminate
indicating "Power-On" and power status "Not Nominal". When power
reaches nominal, the power status is grounded and the Not Nominal indica-
tion will extinguish. In fact, the Not Nominal indication is not visible
during power up due to the short duration (the order of milliseconds)
required to reach nominal status.
b
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Figure 3-19. System Display Console
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For the first second after application of power, the mass display is
blanked by the logic level on a line which is derived from the system
clock. Likewise, the mass display will blank at any time the system
power is not nominal. After the inital i-second (count accumulation)
period, the mass display is unblanked, and the numeric characters repre-
senting the mass in pounds are illuminated.
The mass display is a Dialco 4-character, 7-segment solid state
(LED) readout assembly with 0. 625-inch character height. The 4
characters indicate mass digits in thousands, hundreds, tens, and units,
respectively. The appropriate mass digit as computed in the processor
is transmitted (Channel 168) via the output Multiplexer to the mass display
as a 16-bit word. The display converts the 16-bit word to the 7-segment
readout by means of an integral BCD to 7-segment decoder.
System status is transmitted (Channel 178) via the output Multiplexer
to the Channel Status which is also located on the Readout Display, The
Channel Status consists of 4 rear-projection display units—one for each
SCE unit—equipped with film masks designating the nature of the failure
in each channel, and also the degradation in the accuracy of the displayed
mass due to the failure. For example, if the detector fails on (SCE) unit
No. 3, this is automatically sensed electronically and, by means of
decision "logic" in the Processor, the failure is indicated by applying
power to one of the lamps of the No. 3 Channel Status (rear-projection)
display unit. The failure will be indicated by the face of the display unit
being illuminated — in this case with the color red -- through a red film
mask. Similarly, the accuracy degradation in the indicated mass due to
the failure of SCE unit No. 3 is also displayed on the (now red) No. 3
Channel Status by powering another lamp within the rear projection dis-
play; the face of the display will not contain (additionally) a numeric
value for the system accuracy.
In the unlikely event of a catastrophic failure — loss of all SCE units,
total power failure, etc. -- a logic line is activated, the mass display is
blanked, and all Channel Status units are illuminated.
3. 2. 3.4 System Controller and Power Supply
The system low voltage power supply provides +15, +5, and -3 volts
for operation of the computer and interface circuitry. The high voltage
power supply provides bias for the CdTe radiation detectors located in
the SCEs.
The power supply controller continuously monitors the outputs of
the low voltage power supply, it provides "stop' and "clear" signals to
the computer in the event that any or all of the supplies drop below 1
percent of their nominal values. If any or all of the supplies rise to
greater than i percent of their nominal values, the controller stops and
clears the computer and then removes power from the entire system.
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iThe low voltage power supply consists of two sect. ns—the oscillator/
rectifier portion and the regulator section; Figures 3-ZO a and b present
the physical layout of these two circuits, respectively. In the oscillator/
rectifier section, +28 volts is used to power a square wave oscillator that
drives the primary of a toroid transformer. The ac voltages derived
from the multiple secondary windings are rectified by bridge rectifiers
and filtered by i00 rnf capacitors. Motorola MCi56iR monolithic regula-
tors are used to provide a high degree of line and load regulation.. Because
of the limited amount of current available on the output of the regulators,
series pass transistors are used on the +15, -15, and +5 volt supply.
Reduced load requirements on the -3 volt supply -lade a pass transistor
unnecessary.
Figure 3-ZI shows the electrical schematic of the power supply
controller.
The operation of the power supply controller is as follows: transis-
tor Qi and associated circuitry provide approximately 14. 5 volts to power
the controller. Integrated circuit Zi and transistor QZ, diodes CRi and
CR2 produce an extremely stable and temperature compensated 10-volt
reference voltage for comparators ZZ, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z8, Z9, ZiO, and
Zii. These comparators are connected such that in the case of an over-
or under-voltage condition, a logical one (rv15 volts) appears on the
output of the 8-input "OR" gate formed by diodes CR4 through CRii.. This
high voltage passes through a CMOS buffer and turns on transistor Q3
which stops the computer. In a similar manner of the computer is cleared
by transistor Q4, except that the signal is delayed approximately iO4
microseconds by Rob and G31. This sequence of stopping and then clear-
ing the computer is necessary to prevent the memory of the computer
from being scrambled when the power supplies are non-nominal or when
powering down normally.
if an over-voltage condition exists on any of the supplies, there is
a high voltage on the output of the 4 input "OR" gate formed by diodes
CR13 through CRi5 and also on diodes CR4 through CRii. This stops
and clears the computer and causes the flip-flops in Z15 to reset which
makes transistors Qb and Q7 turn off, thereby removing the 28 volts from
the low voltage oscillator previously described.
The on-off switch located on the display unit triggers a monostable
multivibrator formed by cross-coupled gates in Zi5; this provides a noise-
free pulse to turn the supply on and off.
The high voltage power supply is shown in Figure 3-ZZ.
3. 2. 4 Subsystem Assembly
All four power supply circuit boards previously described are
stacked atop each other with a copper shield between each board. All
interboard connections pass through ceramic EMI filters. This assembly
is mounted on spacers and fastened to its own self-contained box.
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Figure 3-20b. Low Voltage Supply: Regulator Section Assembly
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Figure 3-7.1. Power System
Controller Schematic
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Figure 3-22. High Voltage Power Supply Assembly
The three circuit boards comprising the computer interface cir-
cuitry shown in Figures 3-16  and 3-17  plug into the "mother board"
E', own in Figure 3-23. This four-board assembly is mounted on spacers
and fastened to its own self-contained box.
The system display, which includes the digital readouts, on-off
s •,^'tch, and channel failure indicators, is housed in a self-contained box
shown in Figure 3- 19.
3. Z. 5 System Assembly
Exclusive of the radioactive sources and SCEs the entire nucleonic
gauge mounts in a 13-inch high by 19-inch wide deep enclosure; i.e. ,
the System I/O, Computer, and Power Supply bolt to the chassis of the
enclosure. Slides are provided to pull the chassis away from the
enclosure thus providing easy access to the circuitry within. Figure 3-24
presents the chassis fully extended while Figure 3-25 shows the assem-
bled system. As can be seen from the figures, the system display is
visible through a cut-out in the front panel of the main enclosure. The
system may be operate d in this configuration, or, if desired, by loosen-
ing the quick disconnect screws on either side of the display, the display
box can be removed and located up to ZO feet from the main enclosure. 	 ..t
Carrying handles and tilt stand are provided on the display box.
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Figure 3-23. Mother Board (Assembled)
3. 2. 6 System Software
Two software packages are available for the 469 computer. The
first package, the 469 computer assembly program, converts programs
written in assembly language into binary machine language for execution
by the 469 computer software simulator or on the 469 computer itself.
The assembly program itself is written in Fortran to provide a certain
degree of computer independence. The second package, the 469 computer
software simulator, processes the binary object deck generated by the
469 assembler on a CDC 6500 series computer. This enahles a program
to be coded and debugged prior tc, the delivery of the actual computer
hardware.
The assembler program has two major functions. The first is to
allow the programmer to use meaningful names for instructions rather
than the equivalent octal numeric identifier. The assembler translates
these mnemonic operation codes directly into machine code. The second
and most convenient function is to allow the programmer to assign labels
or names to specific locations in the memory. This alleviates the neces-
sity to change the memory reference statement every time the symbolic
code is changed. The assembly program takes care of the assignment of
symbols to locations and the resultant translation by constructing a sym-
bol table which gives the absolute location and the symbol to which it has
been assigned.
The assembler accepts symbolic instructions for the 469 computer
as an input. This input may either b r punched cards, or a file generated
by a terminal. The latter inethod was chosen for this application, because
of the many advantages and conveniences that are characteristic to a 	 t^
timesharing system. Any reference made to a timesharing system,
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heretofore, is assumed to be that of the TRW/TSS 6000 series available
throughout the TRW Systems' facility.
Assuming a program has been written and stored on disk, only a
few simple instructions are required to process the code. If the 469
assemble code is stored under the file name ASSEM, and the test program
is stored under TEST, the following control cards are necessary:
RFL, 50000.	 Request Field Length
REWIND, TEST
ASSEM, TEST, LOUTi.
LOUTi is an output file assumed to be ern	 at the start of execu-te	 emptyLion; if LOUTI is omitted, the output file is, by default, the terminal.
	
The output generated consists of error messages, contents of each	
r .
machine word, a mnemonic listing, memory allocations, and other useful
information that may provide help in debugging a program. The actual
object machine language code is deposited onto two files: TAPE 69 and
TAPE 70. If at any time a program must be recompiled during one
"sitting" at the terminal, both files should be rewound to assure proper
simulator execution. These two files provide the necessary communica-
tion between the assembler and the simulator or actual 469 computer.
The 469 Simulator (SIM/469) provides the capability of instruction-
by-instruction simulation of the 469 object language program created by
the assembly program. The simulator can be used to assemble and simu-
late a 469 program in one computer riw, or the simulator can be used to
simulate the object language programs that have been generated by the
assembler on a previous run.
The simulator provides the followaa:g debugging aids:
a) SNAPSHOT DUMPS — allows a segmented dump of any
area of memory at any point in the simulation of a 	 f_
program
b) TRACES -- allows the user to reference the contents
of the register files at any time
1	 {
c) TIME and PAGE output limits
s
d) Write accessible memory bounds
e) Data file definitions and manipulations.
Three files must be made available at the start of the executions of
the simulator. TAPE 69 and TAPE 70, both having been created by the
assembler, must remain essentially untouched. The third file, TAPE 4,'
contains two parts; each performs a specific task and is created by the
	
user. Part 1 contains any control cards that are to be processed during
	 '
f;r
the execution of the simulator. These control cards consist of any 	 k
definitions of snapshot dumps, traces or tune, and page or memory
constraints.
Part 2 contains the input data required by the external peripheral
and made available to the input channels. Since this is simulated, the
G	 data file is in the form of three parameters:
a) The time the data are available
b) The channel the data are available on
c) The actual data.
The input file, TAPE 4, as mentioned, consists of two parts sepa-
rated by an EOF mark. Initially, the two parts are created separately
and merged by means of a COPYBF command. As suming the two parts
are labeled PART i and PART 2, the sequence of command would be:
COPYBF, PART 1, MINIT 4
COPYBF, PART 2, MINIT 4.
MINIT 4 :,s the final file that contains both Part 1 and Part Z.
MINIT 4 can be stored on disk, retrieved and used by the simulator, but
only Part i will appear to be contained in MINIT 4, This is to say only
Part 1 can be modified or even listed as the file exists. If at any time
MINIT 4 is to be edited, the following sequence of commands must be
performed-
REWIND, MINIT 4
COPYBF, MINIT 4, PART i
COPYBF, MINIT 5, PART 2.
Part i and Part 2 are assumed to be empty previous to the execution
of the commands.
Execution of the simulator can be processed by the following
command:
SIM, MINIT 4, LOUT Z.
The 469 simulator has the file name SIM, and as before, the output
is stored on the file name LOUT 2 unless the name is omitted; default
causes the output to be generated on the telet ype machine.
Along with the central processor, the following peripherals are
available:
a) Programmer's console
is
c)	 Controller interface
d)	 ASR 33 TTY or KSR733.
The programmer's console which is connected directly to the cen-
tral processor displays the contents of the register files.
	 The user has
the option of controlling the execution of the object code either under a
step-by-step execution mode or a normal execution mode.
	 If a certain
insti-uction need be changed, the new instruction and the related data
word can be entered onto '.ne console and entered directly into the object
code irom the console.
	 This is normally done to make temporary
changes to the data.	 For larger code -modifications the teletype can be
used: this teletype, similar to the terminals available for TRW/TSS
timesharing, generally has the function of controlling the entire system.
The teletype is connected to a controller interface apparatus that pro-
vides the necessary interface between the universal teletype unit and the
central processor. 	 Figure 3-26 shows the interconnection between all
equipment and the gauging processor. A
Having processed a program by the 469 assembler and generated
a magnetic tape containing the object deck, the magnetic tape memory
loader provides the se rvice of loading the object deck into the 469 mem- T Iq
ory.	 (See Figure 3-27. )
	 This provides the only necessary interface
between the service -machine, the CDC 6500, and the 469 computer.
Once the object deck is loaded, the 469 computer is completely indepen-
dent of any other processor systems.
	 At this point, control of the pro-
9 rarn is completelely monitored by the user through either the teletype
or the programmer's console.
Assuming a program has been generated, loaded, and made opera-
tional on the 469 computer, the program operation commences as follows:
Data readings are taken directly from the propellant tank at f our
pre-specified locations.
	 These data, in the form of radioactive binary
"counts", are accumulated for an interval of i se-cond.
	 As this accum-
ulation is being performed, the 469 computer, having processed earlier
data, will be in a pause mode waiting for new inputs.
	 Upon completion
of the i-second accumulation phase, an interrupt signal is issued to the
469, the inputs are made available to the system, and the program is
placed into a mode of execution.
	 Simultaneously, with the reading of the
data, the accumulators are reset to zero and the process of summing
the data is restarted.
The data. read from the accumulators must be made available to
the 469 computer in a very specific manner.
	 The total counts rec0ved
by each individual accumulator may range from 200 counts (a full tank)
to a maximum of i million counts (on empty tank).
	 Since a normal single
precision data word represents 15 bits of information, a maximum data
value 2 15 + I implies a need for double precision inputs.
	 Therefore, two
words of information and two input channels must be used for each
accumulator.	 Double-precision is correct only in the sense of using twodata words for input.
	 In reality, a modified word organization is -utilized
here since the entire second word is not needed. Added status information
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is inputted as an additional 4-bit piece of information. (See Figure 3-28. )(Notice that the sign bit in the second word is used as a data bit ,along with
the next adjacent 5 bits.) This enables a maximum reading of 2" + i(1, 048, 577) counts to be processed. The next 4 bits represent a status
flag, indicating the operational status of the four external accumulator
devices. Modified program execution must be made as a function of the
failure of any or all of the accumulators. The last six bits remain set to
zero and serve no particular function at this time. The availability of
these bits suggests the possibility of scaling the data inputs if at any time
the data would exceed 1 million counts, but at this time the possibility of
data overflow is somewhat remote.
Once these accumulator values are made available to the 469 com-
puter on channels 6 through 158 = the program progresses from its pause
mode into an execution mode. Each channel is sequentially read, checked
against reasonable minirnura and maximum limits, and stored for later
use. From the first three accumulator data inputs only the 21 data bits
are stored; the remaining 10 bits are masked off and lost. The last
accumulator provides not only the data information but also the status
information. This 4-bit status flag is now evaluated for the purpose of
modifying the actual mass calculations. Obviously the failure of any of
the accumulator devices would alter the mass calculations by a large
factor. Since the mass calculation is performed by means of a logarith-
mic polynomial evaluation, it is possible to alter the coefficient as well
as redistibuting the weighting of each accumulator to make up any
deficiencies.
Additional and specific details on the system software are found in
Volume u of this report which contains complete documentation.
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Figure 3-28. Data Word Structure
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3.3 SYSTEM FLIGHT TESTS•
3.3.1 Test Objectives
I^
	The overall objective of the flight test program was to demonstrate	 j
the capability of the nucleonic gauging system to gauge the content of.^
	
reduced-scale storable liquid tanks in a zero-g environment as provided 	 1
by a KC-135 zero-g aircraft. Also included within this objective were
the following:
1) The gauging system would be compatible with the requirements 	 } '
for zero-g experiments to be conducted on the KC-135 zero-g
aircraft and would operate reliably with the varying environ-
mental conditions.
2) The gauging system would present no undue radiation hazard i
to operating personnel in either ground and/or flight testing.
t3) The gauging data would be repeatable.
3. 3, 2 Test Arrangement, Equipment and Instrumentation
Figure 3-29 presents a diagram of the experimental arrangement
that was used for the flight tests of the nucleonic gauging system. As 	 j
indicated in this figure, the Electronic Subsystem (ESS) was mounted in
an "Electronics Chassis" integral with the computer peripherals; although
the peripherals were employed primarily for data acquisition, they also
provided the capability to perform in-flight diagnostics and to effect
in-flight program changes, if required. The Electronics Chassis wasE
	
	
bolted directly to the cargo tiedowns in the cabin floor of the aircraft and
electrically interfaced to the aircraft power supply and, via the multi-
conductor umbilical, to the Flight Test Article (FTA). The Electronic
Chassis is shown in Figure 3-30. i
	The FTA was additionally outfitted with a clock, an event counter, 	 ti
and a g-meter, each being positioned in close proximity to the test tank 	 '.g
and within the field-of-view of the camera. This arrangement permitted
	
the electrical output of the gauging system to be directly correlated over	 f
	
each 1-second gauging interval with the propellant behavior recorded by 	 i
the camera. Pre-weighed quantities of propellant simulant (contained in
plastic bottles) were introduced into: the test tank via the "fill" port and
could be drained from the tank via the "drain" port into empty catch
bottles (and subsequently weighed). The base of the FTA was bolted
directly to the cargo tiedowns with additional bracing being achieved with
three guy-wires attached between the tank cradle legs and the cargo tie-
downs; the installation is shown in Figure 3-31.
The aircraft employed was the NASA
zero-g flight tests; aircraft specifications,
given in Reference 1.
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3. 3. 3 Test Plans and Procedures
Detailed test plans and procedures are presented in References 2,
3, and 4; in the interest of brevity, only a generalized synopsis is pre-
sented in this report.
Test Plans; General
T.
)1:i
'r
tit
I
As originally conceived, the flight-test program was to consist of
a series of individual flights with each flight encompassing a prescribed
number of zero-r,- parabolas. The first flight in the series was a Flight
Verification Test wherein proper function of all the electronic equipment
in the configuration depicted in Figure 3-29 would be verified. This
flight would also serve to familiarize the flight crew with certain in-
flight operations/procedures, particularly the filling/draining of pro-
pellant simulant, operation of the data acquisition equipment, and hand-
ling procedures associated with the Flight Test Article. The radio-
isotopes were not to be installed for this flight, thereby eliminating
any potential radiation hazard to the crew.
The second flight scheduled was a full-function gauging system test
wherein gauging data would be acquired for various tank loadings under
zero-g conditions (i. e. , during the zero-g parabolas) and under one-g
conditions (L e. , during the level flight portions between zero-g parabolas).
The data obtained in this flight were to be utilized to generate a new set of
system software relating count data to actual propellant mass. This new
software would then be loaded into core, replacing the software that was
based on a computer simulation of the idealized propellant quantity/
behavior and the associated count data. In this manner, it was hoped to
eliminate empirically (most of) the real external influences (e. g. , air-
craft vibration, etc. ) on the propellant behavior which is not accounted
for in the idealized simulation.
The third flight was actually to be a repeat of the second flight, but
with the gauging system employing the empirically-derived system soft-
ware. This flight was truly to be the validation of the gauging system
and, in particular, to assess system accuracy. In this flight the crew
would be able to assess qualitatively the gauging system performance
simply by visup lly observing the system's display and comparing the indi-
cated value(s) (mass in grams) with the known mass within the test tank.
Gauging data would also be acquired on the magnetic tape for subsequent
reduction, analysis, and comparison with the data from the previous
flight. If indicated, these data could also be merged with the previous
data, thereby providing an even broader base on which to generate empiri-
cally the system software.
During the course of the program, scheduling of the aircraft was
problematical. Consequently, after completion of the Flight Verification
Test(s), the "second" flight was actually three individual flights on three
consecutive days. Between these three flights, there was insufficient
turn-around time to process the data and generate new system. software.
--A
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Technically, this was of little consequence since all of the data could be
processed Wafter-the-fact', i. e. , the first of the three consecutive flights
could provide the data base for the software, and the data from all flights
subsequent to the first could be evaluated "off-line n in a large scientific
computer. Indeed, this is precisely how the gauging system's perform-
ance would be quantitatively assessed. Also, all the data from the three
flights could be merged to provide an extremely broad software base for
any future flight tests.
Test Procedures; General
Having made the installation indicated by Figure 3-29 on the air-
craft, a pre-flight function test was typically performed using ground
power to the aircraft. Essentially, this function test consisted of assur-
ing that the ESS and the peripherals were operating nominally, and that
the software was properly loaded in the 469 computer. This was accom-
plished by powering the peripherals and the ESS and observing the system
display for a nominal condition (i. e. , the NOT NOMINAL indicator extin-
guishad). Communication was then established with the computer via the
TTY, ver*.lying the software by visually observing on the CRT the pre-
scribed outputs of selected registers. Invariably, the gauging system
operated in the nominal anode during these pre-flight function tests. The
ESS and peripherals would then be powered-dawn and the aircraft/crew
prepared for takeoff.
Once airborne and in level flight, the pre-flight function test was
repeated to verify nominal system operation. A fresh, blank DATA
TAPE was loaded onto the tape transport, the plug-plate was removed
from the FTA, and gauging commenced via a command executed on the
TTY.
Several files of gauging data were first obtained in the level flight
condition with the test tank empty (zero-point calibration). These files
could then be outputted and printed on the TTY for visual observation.
This output consisted of the (octal) counts received by each of the four
SCE units and the resultant mass of propellant sixrfulant in the tank for
each 1-second interval during the entire gauging period (typically 10 to
15 seconds). The count data were visually reviewed to assure that they
were (approximately) of the proper magnitude, and that they were con-
sistent over the consecutive (1-second) gauging intervals.
The aircraft would then execute the first zero-g parabola, with
gauging initiated on entry into the parabola and terminated at pull-out.
The data obtained over this parabola were then outputted on the TTY for
visual observation.
An increment of propellant simulant was introduced into the test
tank at this time and gauged for a 10 to 15 second interval while in level
flight; these data would be outputted and observed for consistency. The
i^
.E	 r
a
^	 i
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aircraft then executed several (3 or 4) zero-g parabolas during each of
which the simulant was again gauged. After the last parabola and with
the aircraft in level flight, the simulant was gauged and the resulting
data outputted. These data were compared for consistency with the data
"	 obtained during Level flight prior to the zero-g parabolas. Another incre-
raent of propellant simulant was then introduced into the tank and the 	 i
sequence repeated in accordance with the schedule of Table 3-2.
When the schedule of Table 3-2 was completed, the DATA TAPE 	 ;.
was removed from the transport and stored in a canister. The ESS and
peripherals were powered down, and the FTA It safed" by reinstalling the
plug-plate. No attempt was made to drain propellant simulant from the{
	
	
test tank as it was deemed unnecessary on the basis of safety, and that
sufficient data would be generated on just the (tank) "fill cycle r. The
aircraft/crew then prepared for landing.
After the aircraft was parked, the DATA TAPE was off-loaded and
shipped to TRW Systems for subsequent reduction and analysis.
Flight Verification Test: Equipment and Procedure Changes
Upon completion of the installation indicated in Figure 3 -29 (less
the radioisotopes) and using ground power to the aircraft, the ESS and
peripherals were powered and the gauging system. indicated nominal oper-
ation. Communication was established via t,'ie TTY with the computer
and several dummy data files were generated on the magnetic tape. The
gauging system and peripherals appeared to be operating nominally in
every respect. The ESS and peripherals were powered down in prepara-
tion for takeoff.
Table 3-2. Tank Loading Schedule
Bottle No.
Weight of
Simulant (grams) Total Weight ofSimulant (grams) Percent ofTank Capacity
1 310. 6 310. 6 2. 5
2 168.7 479. 3 3. 9
3 355.1 834. 4 6. 8
4 342.9 1177.3 9.6
5 598. 6 1775. 9 14.4
6 888.0 2663. 9 21.7
7 1776.0 4439.9 36. 1
8 3262. 1 7702.0 62. 6
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Once airborne and in level flight, the ESS and peripherals were
again powered and the 'pre-flight' s function test indicated all systems in
the nominal operating mode. The first zero-g parabola was then exe-
cuted. Sometime during this parabola, the voltage NOT NOMINAL indi-
cator illuminated on the gauging system's display. All aft ,c,inpts to restore
the system, to a nominal operating condition during this flight were
unsuccessful.
When the gauging system and peripheral were off-loaded from. the
aircraft and reinstalled in a laboratory environment, troubleshooting
revealed that a stage of the (comp-ater) electronic protection circuitry
had failed-safe; in particular, that stage which monitors the +28 vdc
aircraft- supplied power and all other voltages derived from the +28 vdc.
The failed components were replaced and the systern was reinstalled on
the aircraft. A pre--,:light function test indicated noa n-irtal operation in
every respect and no other component failures occurred during the flight
program.
However, during a later flight verification test where the radioiso-
tope sources were introduced (but not the propellant simulant), there
was a large variability, observed in the count data over the 1-second
gauging intervals; with no simulant in the tank, these data should have
been very uniform. With the system, installed on the aircraft, and the
aircraft parked and on the ground power, output registers of the CRT
were visually observed over extended gauging periods. The registers
appeared to be aperiodic in the reset/pause cycle, suggesting that the
LEVEL 1 interrupt was also aperiodic. This condition could be caused
by a fault in the gauging system's timing, or by receipt of a false
LEVEL 1 interrupt (due, perhaps, to a problem in supplied power and/
or ground-loops). Suspecting the aircraft power, the ESS +28 vdc power
line was removed from the aircraft's power buss and connected to a
24 vdc battery. (The ESS regulates between +22 vdc to +36 vdc). On
battery supply, the gauging system functioned properly with the output
registers, revealing a steady, rhythmic 1-second reset/pause cycle.
The aircraft power was then observed on an oscilloscope and was
found to have many ac components, particularly 400 Hz; amplitude also
varied with engine run-up and depending upon the location of the ground
point. All attempts to "clean up" the +28 vdc aircraft power and/or
establish a single-point ground were unsuccessful. To solve this prob-
lem., a regulated laboratory power supply (powered by aircraft-derived
110 vac) was used to derive the +28 vdc for the ESS. No further prob-
lems were encountered during the remainder of the flight program.
During this period, the flight crew reported that a more positive
way (than a double-key e y.try on the TTY) to initiate gauging was desired.
Consequently, a switch was built that, when open, inhibited the LEVEL 3
and LEVEL i interrupts; when closed, both interrupts would enable and
gauging would commence. At this time, the event counter located on the
FTA was also slaved to the LEVEL 1 interrupt, providing a one-to-one
correspondence between the l -second gauging intervals and the count
number displayed in the photographic film.
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3. 3.4 Data Reduction
For data reduction, a large-scale CDC 6500 computer was selected..
Since this is a 60-bit word machine, it was first necessary to develop a	 `{
program to convert the 16-bit word of the gauging system's 469-computer	 ^+
to the 60-bit word of the CDC 6500. This program was denoted REDUCER
and is described further (along with other programs for reduction and
analysis) in Volume Ll of this report.	 ii +
,^ I
IREDUCER generated two output files. The first of these is the
total, unedited data after the word-length conversion; i. e. , the count
data (in octal) as it was written to the magnetic tape by the 469. In addi-
tion., this file also contains the Z-lengths (in decimal centimeters) cor-
responding the count data; an example of TAPE6 is shown in Figure 3-32.
TAPE 6 was used as the primary basis for all subsequent analyses.
The second file generated by REDUCER — denoted TAPE7 — is
basically a summary of TAPE6. This file averages the count data over
each of the zero-g parabolas (or level fli ght) while gauging was active,
and tabulates the corresponding calculated mass and the number of
I-second gauging intervals for which gauging was active; an example of
TAPE 7 is presented in Figure 3-33.
3. 3. 5 Test Results
TAPE7 was used for making a quick, quasi-quantitative assess-
ment of the overall gauging system performance. For example, the
count data obtained during level flight before and after each series of
zero-g parabolas should be relatively unchanged since the quantity of pro-
pellant simulant was unchanged, and the propellant was (reasonably)
stable in the one-g configuration. This consistency in the count data is
illustrated in Figure 3-33. Note also in this figure that the average count
data are reasonably stable over each of the zero-g parabolas for which
the tank loading was unchanged. This observation is not especially use-
ful, however, in that it lacks uniqueness; i. e. , the ( 'propellant -ullaget,
interface could be relatively stable, relatively unstable (high degree of
slosh and/or turbulence), or the electronics could be noise (near)
saturated.
TAPE7 was also used to assess (quickly) the gauging system per-
formance in a more quantitative manner. In this instance, the count data
from the level flight portions of gauging — denoted the one-g data — and the
corresponding Z-lengths were inputted into a generalized curve-fitting
program. The Z-lengths were theoretically calculated from the known
quantity of propellant simulant in the tank, the density of the simulant,
and the geometry of the tank. The curve-fitting program generated the
coefficients for a least squares curvefit to
l
N(R) = A expBZ
I
7.
^x
A ^
FILE N9.	 Iii
I^
Channel Number I
calcu-
lated Z-Lengths (cm) for Channel
Mass Not
1 2 3 4 (Ib) Used 1 2 3 4
17 OC4695 1 G BI 2
1 025777 014455 0'16032 023142 0000O2 OCOOOC 1.2 1 Q• 2r 1 1.2- ?^
2 024570 012522 014.533 026377 000003 OCOOOC 108 2.7 3.2 3.1
3 024757 C13341 015226 030672 000003 0000C 1..7 2.0 2.7 21.1
4 024766 013761 015533 032072 CGOCC2 OCO000 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.6
5 024513 C136b5 015343 0 3516 5 000002 OGOOOC 1.6 1.6 2.6 .5
6 025264 014C76 0157J4 031726 GOOCC2 GOOJGC 1.5 1.4 2.3 1.7 !
7 ' 0246bO 013347 015047 031451 CO00O3 00000C 1.8 2.0 2.9 1,8 i
8 025166 014322 015411 0313b4 OC1002 O coo 00 1.6 1.2 2,5 1.9
9 024643 G14034 OL5565 033017 CCOCG2 OCOUOC 108 1.4 2.4 1.3
'	 10 024712 013474 015357 030374 000003 OCOUOO 1.7 L.8 2.6 2.3v,
11 022177 012171 013565 J30100 000003 OGJ00C 3.1 3.1 3.i 2.4
- I)
FILE NO.	 15
^d
1	 n
H
ra.^
1 'i
20 004606 1 G 8	 3
1 023467 012603 114334 0261)61 GO0CO3 OCOOOC 2.4 2.6 3.4 3.3
2 022372 C11404 012710 J24635 OCJOC4 OCUUOG 3.0 3.8 4.7 3.9
3 022267 0122.17 013540 027.366 GCO003 GCJuOC s,0 1.0 4.0 2.7
A 022743 012074 O t-inb l 025121 OOOCC4 GCJGO C 2.7 3.2 3.9 3.7
022324 012147 013515 027303 0300O3 000000 3.0 3.1 4.0 2.7
6 021347 012321 013530 u26541 CCOLO-7 CCU00C 3.0 209 4.0 3.0
7 02-2245 0I2230 01s:^O0 026C67 0GO004 CCJG00 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.3
6 022301 012020 013450 &33051 CCJCG3 _CC010C 3.O j.3 4,1 2.4
5 022213 012147 0136J5 026276 OGGCO3 C COD CC 3.1 3.1 3.9 3.2
10 022535 012032 013510 03Cb74 000003 0GJ00C 2.8 313 4.0 2.1
Figure 3-32. Sample Output Format of TAPE6
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--
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T _ 
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5C 014254 016411 J39147	 CCLJJ1 CL0(.00 `	 - "-
024625 013530 C15Z r,4 0 ,)1533 CLOUC? CIC,	 00 t- IL' =4 11 DT ^I-G DATA
I	 C223?1 0121]51 013443 17,'t^cI CJuuC^ CC C600 FILE 15 1t V1
C236F2 014UCZ C16-)L4 J3U156 G(1UJJ2 COCCGO FIL„ Lt, 25 PTS TANK LOADING
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20345 011071 Ct1Z74 04 44 11 C(,LUC4 Uw00tio FIL% 2i; S PTS
0235 16 01 2364 0147.23 L;1fiJII LC„1.U3 COCOuO F_IL,=_21 __5 P TS WANK LOADING
G24277 013232 C16355 Y Li1.)3J~ CJOJO2 ^LULCCJ FILE cc L4 PTS X-F3 &X
4 C14740 OJ112o (,UUJC3 Gp CCOU FILL 23 26 PTS
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0130fl 4 066350 (1,6711 01 35 55 M;L 17 C0000U I^" s 1 z '" S TANK LOADING j
C162C5 007335 011615 C1t,u1C LwC,	 C5 CC^„1.J FIL: 3Z 23 PTS XfS AX
152C5 U1.)776 C11121 ji5ilb Lut;.ICb C,CCuJ f IL 23 NT
012511 005733 CG6457 1:1 341,L 0,Ci07 CuOCUJ FIL- 34 1. PTS !1 -G DATA
006355 UG3354 C.33b72 CJ74 5 L {JOJIZ JilCCLJ F I L : '1 5, y P
CL 255 _CC4331 C,14511 COY-)II ULUU12 COCCGU	
-
FILE 36 P T_-_ TANK LOADING
C0752F UC ,+63I - CJ4a37 ..uu-14Y J-^uJ12 CccL; j J - FIL - .l 11 P1 X-I.6AXC073E5 0s.44;o3 CJ4411 LJ11; ;..;CJ12 L	 CCU T5
l CC&O-54 003103 CJ3422 U.17j j? L;,.J13 i I 1C 6IT` 1I-G DATA
Figure 3-33. Sample of TAPE7
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Where N(R) are the counts received corresponding to the propellant
simulant "thickness', Z. For the nucleonic gauging systern, the coeffi-
cient A is actually the number of counts received when the tank is
empty, and the coefficient B is actually the mass absorption coefficient,
('µ/p) P.	 It is noted that the count data for the empty tank condition
(Z = 0) were not used as inputs to the curvefit.
A typical result is presented in Figure 3-34. As shown, the calcu-
lated value of the coefficient A is somewhat greater than the value mea-
sured during the flight tests. This result was observed on all four chan-
nels (SCE unit outputs) for the empty-tank condition; i. e. , the; calculated
"All was always greater than the observed "A". This strongly suggested
that the electronics were speed saturated (paralyzed) at the highest count
rates associated with an empty tank c._ edition. This phenomenon, which
probably resulted from the system being optimistically designed to the
upper speed limit of the electronics, was deemed inconsequential since
it fell within a range readily corrected by the system software. (An
alternative would be to insert a thin absorber; e. g. , a lead sheet, within
the gamma-ray beams at a small penalty in count rate statistics. )
The calculated . , alue of the coefficient A was typically higher than
the observed value (the flight test data) on all four source-detector chan-
nels by about, 10-percent (or less). In this regard, Figure 3-34 is a
typical representative. In all instances , the calculated value of the coeffi-
cient B ( actually µ/ p) P fell within the range 0, 08Z-0. 84 cm- 1 , and
agreed quite closely with the design value of 0, 084 cm- 1 . In all cases,
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the index of determination for the curvefits to the flight test data was
greater than 0. 9995.
With the exception of the empty tank data, the foregoing results
clearly indicated that the gauging system was performing essentially as
designed for the level flight (one-g) conditions. This is clearly demon-
strated in Figure 3-•35 where the sum of the Z-lengths is plotted against
the actual mass for the one-g conditions. The sum of the Z-lengths is
obtained (TAPE6) by adding together the Z-lengths for each individual
source-detector channel as computed from the count data and then taking
the 1-second average over the gauging interval. The sum of the Z-lengths
shown encompass the extreme spread over the three flights. It is noted
in this figure that once the quantity of propellant simulant is sufficient to
occupy the hemispherical end-cap in the base of the tank, then the mass
should be a linear function of the sum of the Z-lengths. In particular,
the slope is simply 4/TrRZ where R is the radius of the tank and the factor
4 accounts for the four source-detector channels.
Assured on the basis of the level flight (one-g) data that the gauging
system was functioning properly, a hard copy of TAPE6 (e. g. , Fig-
ure 3-3Z) was generated. These data were visually inspected on a point-
by--point basis and revealed that the number of counts in the first
1-second interval of each gauging period (e, g. , a zero-g parabola)
appeared inordinately high, being especially pronounced for the level-
flight gauging periods. Furthermore, the number of counts received in
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the last l-second interval of each gauging period appeared inordinately
low, again being pronounced in the level-flight data. This ('discrepancy"
was attributed to the circuitry introduced during the Flight Verification
Test: wherein gauging initiation/termination was hard-wire designated via
inhibiting the LEVEL 3 (and 1) interrupt(s). No tests were made to deter-
mine if this circuitry was faulty (e. g. , tx—n.si.ent) in this regard since, as
will be described shortly, it was decided to delete (at least) the first and
last 1-second interval in each gauging period.
The hard-copy of TAPE6 also revealed a comparatively large
variability in the count data (and, hence, corresponding Z--lengths) for
the I-second intervals while gauging in level-flight. This variability
amounted to a few tenths of a centimeter in Z-length (noting that the reso-
lution of the gauging system was approximately one-tenth centimeter).
This was an unexpected result, part4.cularly since it was contrary to the
data of TAPE7 (the s un-unary). Indeed, the data from TAPE6 were
strongly suggestive that the propellant-ullage interface was unstable.
Thus, it was concluded that the interface experienced a temporal surface
instability of short-period which was detectable in the 1-second gauging
intervals (as evidenced in TAPE6), but which was "integrated out"over
a gauging period of several seconds or more (as evidenced in TAPE7).
This conclusion was later confirmed when photographic films of the
propellant-simulant behavior revealed small "fluctuations" at the inter-
face; these were believed to be due to aircraft vibration being transmitted
to the FTA through the hard-attached mounting.
A point-by-point visual inspection of the TAPE6 data for the zero-g
parabolas was less revealing of the gauging system performance. If any-
thing, these data indicated that the propellant simulant never reached a
zero-g equilibrium.; L e. , there was. a large variability of the count data
for each 1-second gauging interval over the gauging period, and also
between the four source-detector channels. Furthermore, hand calcu-
lations applied to the first several I-second gauging intervals (the begin-
ning of the zero-g parabolas) revealed that the Amulant invariably
appeared to be in a one-g configuration. These data were somewhat dis-
concerting since, at the time, the photographic films were not available,
and the flight cre only reported their observations once the simulant
began to rriove. 	 _gure 3-36 presents the typical history of the Z-lengths
over a gauging period. As shown in this figure, there is a large varia-
bility not only in the Z-lengths for each individual source-detector chan-
nel, but also in the sum.-of-the-Z-lengths. Note also the tendency of the
Z-length data to peak at the beginning (t rz sec) and at the end (t >20 se._)
of the parabola at value(s) more descriptive of a one-g configuration.
All the gauging data for the zero-g parabolas clearly indicated that
the propellant simulant never achieved a true zero-g equilibrium configu-
ration. In fact, the data strongly suggested that the simulant behavior
was more appropriately characterized as "turbulent", or at least, "a
high degree of low-g slosh". Recalling now that the time response of the
FTA was approximately 1. 5 seconds, and the gauging system was capable
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Figure 3 -36. Z--Length Versus Time Over a Gauging Period
of a I-second resolution, it was decided to investigate the effect of
integration time. Basically, this was accomplished by forming a window
of "n" seconds width and sliding it along each gauging period. Of inter-
est was the 9;:dntity I 'n" and, in particular, what effect did ' Inl ' have on
the averag r Z--lengths. For if the propellant simulant was turbulent, then
there would be an ' I n" beyond which greater values of "n 1i would not(appreciably) affect the Z-Length. In other words, given sufficient sam-
pling time, the gauging system would perceive a truly turbulent condition
of the sim"ulant as a "bottle of seltzer water" -- a truly random process;
in which event the gauge output would remain invariant.
Using TAPE6 as an input, a digital computer program was written
to vary the gauging system integration time. A typical result is presented
in Figure 3--37. This figure plots the sum of the Z-Iengths over the gaug-
ing period for a particular parabola (constant tank loading) for the four
different integration times noted. As obvious, longer integration times
smooth the data. The significance of the data of Figure 3-37, however,
is where a comparison with similar data for other parabolas at the same
tank loading is made; these comparisons are shown in Figure 3 -38 and
3-39. Note in these two figures that as the integration time is increased,
i
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Figure 3-37. Effect of Integration Time, r
4	 not only are the fluctuations smoothed, but also the curves for the three
files (parabolas) appear to be "drawing closer" together (as would be
expected). In the limit — assuming perfect gauge performance — all
curves for a given tank loading should merge into a common curve.
This limit was never achieved in the flight-test program due to a
combination of factors, but primarily because the "turbulent" nature of
the propellant simulant could not be treated as a truly random process.
For example, Table 3-3 tabulates the average sum of the Z-lengths, for
various integration times for eight files (parabolas). The tank loading
was constant for files 13 through 16, and constant at some other value
fo g' files 25 through 28. As shown in this table, Z was less sensitive to
the integration time than it was to the file (parabola) number, even though
the tank loading was constant. The interpretation of the data in Table 3-3
required some assistance from the photographic films. A careful review
of these films revealed the following:
0
2
A
I
The propellant simulant clearly remained in a one-g
configuration for the first several 1-second gauging
intervals; often this configuration was one where the
interface of the simulant was "tilted" and precessed
about the tank axis (g-vector).
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Table 3-3. Average Sum of Z-Lengths, Z, Versus Integration Time, r
(6-4 Flight Data)
File T= 1
Z in cm;
T= 3
T in Sec
T= 5 T= 7
13 9. 83 8.71 8. 51 8.44
14 8.48 8.44 8.40 8.49
15 10. 96 10. 76 10. 70 10. 78
16 11. 55 12. 19 12. 52 12. 52
25 10. 19 10. 22 10. 33 10. 33
26 14. 04 15. 51 16. 03 16. 03
27 10. 74 10. 23 9. 73 10. 23
28 11. 61 11. 34 11. 07 10. 80
2) When, and if, the simulant did leave the one-g configuration,
it occurred no later than about the sixth or seventh 1-second
gauging interval (i. e. , about 6 or 7 seconds into the parabola).
3) Some parabolas were difficult to judge; i. e. , the propellant
was not obviously in a one-g configuration, nor could it be
characterized as low-g slosh, or turbulent, as was typical
of most parabolas. In these instances, the simulant would
appear as "tongues", climbing up the tank wall and (often)
rolling over the too of the tank.
4) No two parabolas appeared to yield the same simulant
behavior, even if the tank loading was unchanged. The
simulant would usually leave the zero-g configuration by
climbing the tank wall in the form of a large tongue. The
direction of this tongue was usually rearward, although
other direction, were observed. In only a few instances,
and at the highest tank loadings, did =.he propellant appear
to climb the tank wall completely and uniformly around .:ne
circumference of the tank.
5) The speed at which the simulant left the one-g configuration
varied. In most instances, it would "rush" up the rear
wall in the form of a tongue, and burst over the top of the
tank.
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the test tank, this 221 grams translates to a total system accuracy of
1. 8-percent (123 grams = one percent).
This technique of polynomial curve-fitting was applied to all the
data; i. e. , to the Z-lengths for each individual source-detector than-
_
	
	
nel for the sum- of-the-Z-lengths, for all parabolas, for all flights, and
for all flights combined. These data are summarize. in Table 3-4, In
this table, IT CH" denotes the source detector channel nurn- ber (channel 3
is on the tank axis and the other three channels are equi-distant froi:s.
and concentric about, channel 3, and the su?r.-of-the-Z-lengths
denotes that all four channels have been combined. The standard error
of estimate, T, is in grams, and AM represents the maximum excursion(in grams) of the flight data away from the curve described by
t:
As shown in Table 3-4, the standard error of estimate (using the
sum- of -the- Z- lengths) for the individual flights is comparable, ranging
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from 221 to 277 grams (1. 8 to 2. 3 percent). Similarly, the maximum
excursion of the data ranges from 444 to 533 grams (3. 6 to 4. 3 percent).
When all the data for the three flights are combined, however, the stan-
dard error of estimate increases to 377 grains (3. 1 percent).
Other polynomial curvefits were investigated extensively, and it
was found that the decrease in the standard error of estimate for higher
degrees was, for all practical purposes, negligible. Similarly, methods
of segmenting the data into various increments of Z-length (e. g. , one
carvefit for O<Z:sx and another for Z>x, etc. ) were studied, but., again,
no significant decrease in the standard error of estimate could be
achieved. Since no significant decrease in the standard error of estimate
could be found, and in an effort to keep the system software uncompli-
cated, the quadratic form of Table 3-4 was the adopted "standard" for
the FTA.
It is now noted that Table 3-4 summarizes all of the flight data
obtained during aj_l of the zero-g parabolas with the exception of the first
six and last two 1-second gauging intervals (where the propellant was
obviously in a one-g configuration). Although the photographic data
strongly suggested that some editing of the gauging data was
	 order, no
firm, quantitative method for such editing was determined. For example,
one method would have been to treat, as a class, the data from those
parabolas in which the propellant behavior "looked" similar (say, perhaps,
those parabolas where the propellant appeared turbulent as one class, and
those more likened to a low-g slosh as another class, etc. ). Unfortu-
nately, however, this would have required the exercise of a large degree
of engineering judgment, and it was decided not to perturb the data in an)r
subjective manner. The one excepti ,_In
 to this decision deals with the data
obtained on the third and last flight, the (6-5) data. In two of the zero-g
parabolas-viz, 18 and 20, the propellant unquestionably remained in a
onB-g configuration. With these two parabolas deleted, the result of
Table 3--5 was obtained.
The values shown in Table 3-5 are based on the sum-of-the-
Z-lengths with mass in grams and Z in centimenters. The (6-5) and
Table 3-5. Effect of Deleting Two Parabolas
(Gr,yrns)
Mass = AO +A 1 Z +AZZ2
A O Al A2
(6-5) (All Parabolas) 277 251 68.9 -0. 0081(6-5) (18 and 20 Deleted) 252 232 74. 9 -0. 064
(6-3, 4, 5) (Data Combined) 377 195 97. 5 -0.255(6-3, 4, 5) (18 and 20 Deleted) 340 167 104 -0.318
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(6-3, 4, 5) represent all the fi tirabolas, whereas the (18 and 20 deleted)indicate that those two parabolas were deleted from the (6-5) data. As
shown, the effect of the deletion is to reduce the standard error of esti-
mate. A plot of mass versus the sung.-of-the -Z-lengths for all three
flights is shown in Figure 3-44. The data points representing the data
of the two deleted parabolas are also shown in this figure.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
Three flights were flown on three separate days encompassing eight
rf.	 different tank loadings and eleven zero-g parabolas for each loading;
gauging was also conducted a-L these loadings during level flight conditions
1 (on e-g).
At no time during any of the zero-g parabolas did the propellant
ullage interface reach the stable, zero-g equilibrium configuration.
Rather, the propellant was more appropriately characterized as turbulent
or, at the least, in a high degree of low-g slosh. The photographic cover-
age also revealed that the propellant invariably remai,aed in (or near) a
one-g configuration for the first 4- to 6- seconds, and the last 1- to 2-
seconds of each parabola.
Despite the erratic behavior of the propellant during the zero-g
parabolas, the nucleonic gauging systern was capable of gauging the
propellant content for any particular day' s flight (consisting of 24 to 32
zero-g parabolas) to a total system accuracy of Z. 05 percent or better.
When all three flights (encompassing all 88 zero-9 trajectories) were
considered in toto, the gauging system accuracy was Z. 76 percent.
During the level flight conditions (one-g), the photographic coverage
revealed a slight" shimmer" of the propellant surface. This "shimmer"
was also detected by the nucleonic gauging system and was believed to be
the result of aircraft vibration being transmitted to the propellant via the
hard-attached FTA. The gauging systern was capable of gauging the pro-
pellant content under the one-g conditions to an accuracy the order of
0. 5 percent.
The accuracy of the nucleonic gauging system was found to be rela-
tively insensitive to gauge integration time. The most significant factor
affecting gauging accuracy appeared to be the flight number; i. e. , for any
given tank loading, the mass of propellant as determined by the gauging
system depended primarily on which of the three days the flight was flown.
This observation suggested that factors external to the gauging system —
pilot proficiency, weather, etc. — were not without influence in the final
determination of overall gauging system performance.
Only one failure in the gauging system was noted; this was a fail-
safe in the protection circuitry, and the Interim conclusion was that the
cause was due to line transients) on the aircraft 28 vdc line bus.
During the course of the program, a total of r--ighteen people were
issued film badges to monitor any radiation dose that might be received
front the nucleonic gauging system; those people whose jobs involved
physical contact with the gauging system were also issued ring badges.
The minimum detectable dose for these badges is 10 millirems. During
the entire program, only one ring badge was reported to have received
this dose or more; this ring badge recorded a dose of 40 millirems during
the same period that the worker' s regular film badge recorded "minimal".
On this basis, it was concluded that the nucleonic gauging system presents
no undue hazard to operating personnel in either ground and/or flight
testing.
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Based on the stable and accurate performance achieved in gauging
under one-g condition it is concluded that the nucleonic gauging system 	 l!
would achieve an accuracy the order of one percent for true zero-g
environments; i. e. , -where the propellant-ullage interface is in the
equilibrium zero-g configuration. It is also concluded that the nucleonic
gauging system will function reliably in an adverse e:tvizonment com-
parable to that experienced in this program (e. g. , air freight shipping,
trucking on paved roads, thermal variations, aircraft g--forces associated
with the zero-g parabola initiation/ recovery, etc. ). Lastly, it is concluded
that this accurate and reliable performance can be achieved with no undue
radiation hazard to operating personnel.
It is recommended that the nucleonic gauging system be considered
as a viable candidate for those gauging applications where high accuracy
and reliable operation are of particular concern. The nucleonic gauging
system--being mass sensitive--is a universal gauge and capable of gaug-
ing a variety of materials, including slurries, gels, cryogenics, etc. ,
under a variety of conditions; i. e. , stable propellant-ullage interface
(one or zero-g), highly agitated and/or slosh, tanking/de--tanking situa-
tions, etc.
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